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Introduction
There are two types of words among generic names with latinized form (from a linguistic point of view).
The stem of the first group may be easily found by dropping the ending of the nominative case; such are the names ending in -a, -us, and -um, such as Rosa, Pinus, and Asarum (with the corresponding stem Ros-, Pin-, Asar-) and some others; the stem of the second type may be determined only from the form of an oblique case, such as the genitive. Among these are the words Rumex (gen. Rumicis, stem Rumic-); Abies (gen. Abietis, stem Abiet-); Agrostemma (gen. Agrostemmatis, stem Agrostemmat-); Aphanactis (gen. Aphanactinis, stem Aphanactin) and so on.
There are times when the botanist must know the stem of the generic name. For instance:
1. When forming the name of a taxonomic group or of a plant association from the generic name.
2. When it is necessary to form the name of a parasitic organism from the name of the host plant, which is very often the case in mycology.
3. When it is necessary to describe a new plant and to use the generic name in the oblique case, for example when indicating affinity.
The determination of the stem, however, is not always an easy task. Such is the case with the stem determination of nouns ending in -is, which gives rise to particular difficulties. There are two reasons for this.
1. The nouns ending in -is, which can be found with the Greek authors, often had different stems; we can find variations of this sort in the works of one and the same author. For instance, rTrzpig can be found in the genitive case with the forms7:rzpis8o and 7r,T?p?zq, that is, with the stem ending in -8-and without it. This is also the case with the words Cannabis, Buprestis, and others.
2. There is a great number of names ending in -is, the precise stem of which it is practically impossible to determine. This is due to the fact that the authors of the There is no difficulty in establishing the stem of such words, as they are found in the works of Greek authors. b. Names found in the works of Greek authors, the stems of which cannot be explained or have two variants.
We have already mentioned some of these cases. On the basis of possibilities presented, we propose that the stem with -d be accepted for such names which include, for instance: Thylacitis, idis (1urax'Ll-g, L8oq, found in Dioscorides only in the nominative case); Iris, idis (a name found in the works of many ancient authors, having different stems: Lp, aoc and TpLq, sog ).
We consider the same stem correct in words ending in -cystis and -pteris (xU6a'L, Lt8o and zco bladder; 7;rTp&?, La8o and 7rrzpLq, sog male fern). So Echinocystis, idis; Dryopteris, idis etc. c. Names formed from real Greek words which do not end in -is, but whose stem may be determined indirectly, mainly by means of derivatives.
A careful analysis of a large group of derivatives and compound words ending in -is shows that almost all of them have -d-in their stem. Thus, names ending in -glossis must have the stem ending in -d-, though they originate from the Greek word yXicoaao (tongue), because there are among the ancient authors derivatives ending in -is such as ?yX;cocag', aogq (valve), which covers the larynx, and many others. The same can be said about names with the final element -opis, which though formed from 6o, o7o6, the eye, has a wide usage in adjectives such as Pooxtg, t8og (ox-eyed), yXa.uxg&m7, 80og (with gleaming eyes), and so on, among the classic authors; hence Leptoglossis, idis; Rhodopis, idis, etc. f. Exceptions. There is one specific case in which botanical tradition is at variance with ancient word usage. We refer here to the word orchis, originating from the Greek 6pXzt, eco. In all botanical works it is used as a word with the stem ending in -d-; hence the names of such high ranking taxa as Orchideae, Orchidaceae and so on. Due to this precedent, Crosswhite, F.S. and Iltis, H.H. (1966), in their article suggest disregarding the stem types characteristic of the ancient words and taking into consideration only the variants found more frequently in botanical literature, as long as it is not contrary to the spirit of the Greek language. The autors are correct in their statement that Greek words with the stem ending in -d-are more frequent than any other stem varieties, and we fully agree with them in some concrete cases and consider Batidaceae and Halorhagidaceae more reasonable than Bataceae and Haloragaceae, for we can find analogous material in the Greek language. We can't agree with the statement, however, that an arbitrarily formed stem is perhaps preferable to an actually existing one. Such a procedure could bring us only to confusion, and what is more, it will never give us the right criterion for the selection of stems for a whole group of other names of plants ending in -is, now being created by contemporary botanists.
As to the specific case of Capparaceae vs. Capparidaceae, we don't consider it advisable to multiply the number of exceptions in the botanical tradition. In this case usage is far from being as unanimous as it was in the case of the Orchidaceae. Distictis, idis (the second part of the word probably originates from anTLXT6, pricked, or rtJXo?, row, though we have no direct evidence of it; but there are such group names as Pleostictides and Monostictides cited by the same author, and this enables us to select the stem of our name by analogy).
Berberis, idis (the etymology of the name is not quite clear). Fernald (1950) writes "name derived from Berberys, the Arabic name of the fruit". However that may be, the name Berberidaceae has received wide acceptance, and here we would prefer to maintain the traditional usage.
IV. Different names having no evident connection with the Greek language.
We can indicate several types here: a) Names appearing as a latinized form of the local name of the plant, for instance: Antiaris (anthiar a local name of a plant) Salacistis (Salak a volcanic peak in Java, sec. Backer). b) Names of obscure etymology, having no evidence of any kind of relation to the Greek language (characteristic suffixes, letter combinations, characteristics of the words borrowed from the Greek language, and so on). Such names are often found with Cassini and Adanson among others.
In these cases, which are rather few in number, we propose to establish the stem without -d. E x a m p e s: Facelis, is a genus of Cassini; etymology unknown Detris, is; Tolpis, is; Torilis, is; names of genera in Adanson of which the etymology is unknown. Conclusion A thorough examination shows that the determination of the stem of generic names ending in -is is a special task for each particular case, and requires special study. That is why we consider it preferable to avoid such names, except for quite obvious cases, viz. names having a second (final) part of either Greek or Latin origin ending in -is, or a Greek stem with the widespread Greek element -itis (itidis), -yllis (ellidis), and so on.
As to the already existing names, one should be guided by the following criteria: a) the grammatical form of the ancient word (Greek or Latin). b) the existing tradition (which in most cases does not contradict point "a") c) the formation of the stem by analogy. That is why we cannot accept the proposal by H. K. Airy Shaw and F. C. Deighton (1963) who, for sake of uniformity (which, by the way, is never reached), ignore both the original form of the word and the firmly established botanical tradition, and offer a stem ending in -d, particularly for such names as Vitis (the name of the family Vitidaceae?!), Pedicularis and others.
A more serious, though partial attempt to solve this difficult problem is made by William T. Steam in his fundamental work "Botanical Latin" (1966). However, even aside from the fact that the author determines the stem type only for some names, it is sometimes difficult to agree with him. For instance, he proposes to fix the -d-stem for Pteris (which, as we saw, has both stem types) and for Orchis, following the botanical tradition; yet he gives the stem without -d-for words ending in -cystis, though they also have a two-type stem, and there is no stable botanical tradition here.
As the determination of the stem for certain names may give rise to difficulties, we are appending:
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